NATURAL HISTORY 2016
BOTANY
HIGHLIGHT
NEW

PROTEA

A Guide to Cultivated
Species and Varieties
Lewis J. Matthews

Jun 2016 296pp, 369 colour illustrations
9780824856700 Paperback
£41.50 / €54.00

The proteas are a large and ancient plant family of
Gondwana origins with an impressive diversity of
flower and form, and an intriguing distribution pattern
throughout mainly the Southern Hemisphere. Through
spectacular photography, Lewis J. Matthews has captured
the stunning beauty and unique characteristics of a
broad range of cultivated species and cultivars.
For inclusion in this work, Matthews has chosen a broad
selection of the best, many of which are very dramatic
and have not been seen in print before. They are certain
to inspire readers to grow them in their gardens where
climate and soils are suitable.
University of Hawai’i Press
NEW

AGAVES, YUCCAS, AND
THEIR KIN
Seven Genera of
the Southwest
Jon L. Hawker

Apr 2016 416pp, 490 colour photos
9780896729391 Paperback
£45.95 / €60.00

Grover E. Murray Studies in the American Southwest

Until now, there has not been a single, full-colour guide to
some of the most recognisable genera of the southwestern
United States. Intended for the layperson, this work covers
all currently recognised taxa of these seven genera, in
alphabetical order, ranging from Texas to the Pacific.
Texas Tech University Press
NEW

COMMON RANGELAND PLANTS OF
WEST CENTRAL TEXAS

FIELD GUIDE TO COMMON
TEXAS GRASSES
Updated Edition

Stephan L. Hatch, Kelly C. Umphres & A. Jenét Ardoin
Feb 2016 448pp, 348 colour photos
174 maps, 181 line art
9781623493257 Paperback £27.95 / €36.00

AgriLife Research and Extension Service Series

Covering 172 species of the most significant common
grasses growing in Texas, this complete update of the
now-classic Common Texas Grasses contains range maps
and colour images of the inflorescences and spikelets of
each species along with the detailed, black-and-white
illustrations found in the original volume.
Texas A&M University Press
NEW

FIELD GUIDE TO THE WILDFLOWERS OF
GEORGIA AND SURROUNDING STATES
Linda G. Chafin

Jan 2016 432pp
9780813061214 Hardback £68.50 / €87.00

FLORA OF FLORIDA, VOLUME II
Dicotyledons, Cabombaceae
through Geraniaceae

Richard P. Wunderlin & Bruce F. Hansen

FLORA OF FLORIDA, VOLUME I
Pteridophytes and Gymnosperms
Richard P. Wunderlin & Bruce F. Hansen

The University of Georgia Press

University Press of Florida

NEW

THE PRAIRIE IN SEED

Identifying Seed-Bearing Prairie Plants in the
Upper Midwest

2000 384pp, 8 b&w photos, 68 drawings
9780813018058 Hardback £48.95 / €62.00

PALAEONTOLOGY
FLYING DINOSAURS

Dave Williams

How Fearsome Reptiles
Became Birds

Apr 2016 140pp, 220 colour photos, 69 line drawings, 3 tables
9781609384098 Paperback £15.95 / €21.00

John Pickrell

Bur Oak Guide

Offers dormant plant identification information,
seed descriptions, and advice on seed harvesting
and cleaning for seventy-three of the most common
wildflowers found in the tallgrass prairie.
University of Iowa Press

Louis A. Harveson

This field guide and management reference to four million
acres of rangeland in the Concho Riverwatershed of west
central Texas offers general descriptions of more than 200
plant species, including information about the plant’s
growing period, growth form, livestock and wildlife value,
and special management issues.

Jan 2016 224pp, 95 colour illustrations, 2 maps, 3 graphs,
2 line art, 2 tables
9781623493530 Paperback £28.50 / €36.00

Jun 2016 176pp, b&w illustrations
9780870718526 Paperback £19.50 / €25.00

Richard P. Wunderlin & Bruce F. Hansen

Includes nontechnical species descriptions and
comparisons with similar plants, information on
the habitats and natural communities that support
Georgia’s wildflowers.

A Field Guide to Common Browse for Wildlife

Patricia Whereat-Phillips

Dicotyledons, Vitaceae through Urticaceae

Wormsloe Foundation Nature Book

Apr 2016 414pp, 650 colour photos, 24 line art, 3 maps, 13 tables
9781623493912 Paperback £41.50 / €54.00

ETHNOBOTANY OF THE COOS, LOWER
UMPQUA, AND SIUSLAW INDIANS

FLORA OF FLORIDA, VOLUME III

2015 432pp
9780813060668 Hardback £68.50 / €87.00

WOODY PLANTS OF THE BIG BEND
AND TRANS-PECOS

NEW

With more than 4,000 kinds of native and nonnative ferns and fern allies, nonflowering seed
plants, and flowering seed plants, Florida has the
third largest plant diversity of any state in the US.
Richard Wunderlin and Bruce Hansen provide a
means to identify this vast array of plants with the
only comprehensive identification manual and
definitive guides to Florida’s flora.

Apr 2016 488pp, 860 regular & 828 thumbnail colour photos,
10 line drawings
9780820348681 Paperback £28.95 / €37.00

George Clendenin

Texas A&M University Press

FLORA OF FLORIDA

Myrna and David K. Langford Books on Working Lands

Prepared by a team of specialists, this field guide will
allow outdoor enthusiasts to identify the key woody
plants that serve as valuable forage for these animals.
Texas A&M University Press

GEOLOGY
NEW

THE GEOLOGY OF MISSISSIPPI

Very little has been published until now on the
ethnobotany of western Oregon indigenous peoples.
This volume documents the use of plants by these
closely-related coastal tribes. Focusing on native plants
and their traditional uses, it also includes farming crops,
as well as the highly invasive Himalayan blackberry.

David T. Dockery III & David E. Thompson

Oregon State University Press

University Press of Mississippi

Apr 2016 692pp, 1099 b&w & colour illustrations
9781496803139 Hardback £67.50 / €85.00

An encyclopaedic work by authors with extensive
experience in Mississippi’s surface geology mapping
programme.

2014 240pp, 22 illustrations
9781742233666 Paperback
£23.95 / €31.00

Dinosaurs didn’t die out when
an asteroid hit Earth 66 million
years ago. Get ready to un-think
what you thought you knew and journey into the
deep, dark depths of the Jurassic. In Flying Dinosaurs
John Pickrell reveals how dinosaurs developed
flight and became the birds in our backyards. He
delves into the latest discoveries, and goes beyond
the science to uncover a thriving black market in
fossils, infighting between dinosaur hunters, and
the controversial plan to use a chicken to bring
dinosaurs back from the dead.
NewSouth Publishing
BESTSELLER

SEA DRAGONS

Predators of the
Prehistoric Oceans
Richard Ellis

2003 314pp, 51 line drawings
9780700613946 Paperback
£21.95 / €28.00

In the days when dinosaurs dominated the earth,
their marine counterparts every bit as big and
ferocious reigned supreme in prehistoric seas. In
this entrancing book, Richard Ellis takes us back to
the Mesozoic era to resurrect the fascinating lives of
these giant seagoing reptiles.
University Press of Kansas

ZOOLOGY
ORNITHOLOGY
NEW

HIGHLIGHT

BIRDS IN TROUBLE

NORTH AMERICAN
HUMMINGBIRDS

Lynn E. Barber

Apr 2016 224pp, 55 illustrations,
36 line art
9781623493592 Paperback
£27.95 / €36.00

An Identification Guide
George C. West

2015 256pp, 389 colour illustrations
9780826337672 Paperback
£22.95 / €30.00

Designed to help birders and
banders identify, age, and sex
of all seventeen species of
hummingbirds found in North America, this is
the only identification guide devoted entirely to
hummingbirds that includes up-close, easy-to-use
illustrations. It also provides information on the
eight species that have been reported but rarely
seen in North America.
“Identifying hummingbirds can be tricky: Sometimes
the little speedballs just look like blurs of color.
But zoologist George West makes it easier with his
new guide, which provides detailed references and
illustrations for all 17 species of North American
hummers — plus information on eight rarities.”
- Audubon
University of New Mexico Press

NEW IN PAPERBACK

BIRDING HOTSPOTS OF
SANTA FE, TAOS, AND
NORTHERN
NEW MEXICO
Judy Liddell & Barbara Hussey

2015 296pp, 63 colour photos, 13 maps
9781623492540 Paperback
£25.95 / €33.00

W.L. Moody Jr. Natural History Series, Vol. 51

Here, Judy Liddell and Barbara Hussey share their
experiences and intimate knowledge of the best
places to find birds in and around Santa Fe and other
areas in northern New Mexico.
Texas A&M University Press

As oil was washing up on the
shores of Louisiana, covering
shorebirds and their nests and
eggs after the Deepwater Horizon disaster, Lynn Barber
decided to write this book to heighten awareness, not
only of the plight of bird species that are declining in
numbers every year, but also of the ways in which the
birds we see every day may also face the same fate.

Of related interest:
NEW

HOLY MOLI

Albatross and Other Ancestors
Hob Osterlund

May 2016 208pp, 22 b&w photos
9780870718489 Paperback £15.95 / €20.00

This is the story of how albatross guided the author on
her own long journey, retracing distances and decades,
back to the origin of a binding bargain she struck when
she was ten years old, shortly after her mother’s death.
This is a natural history of the albatross, a moving
memoir of grief, and a soaring tribute to ancestors.
Oregon State University Press

Texas A&M University Press

BESTSELLER

PARROTS OF AFRICA,
MADAGASCAR AND THE
MASCARENE ISLANDS

BOOMING FROM THE MISTS
OF NOWHERE

The Story of the Greater Prairie Chicken

Biology, Ecology
and Conservation

Greg Hoch

2015 158pp, 10 b&w illustrations
9781609383879 Paperback £18.50 / €24.00

For ten months of the year, the prairie chicken’s drab
colours allow it to disappear into the landscape.
However, in April and May this grouse is one of the
most outrageously flamboyant birds in North America.
There’s nothing else like it, and it is perilously close to
being lost. In this book, ecologist Greg Hoch shows that
we can ensure that this iconic bird flourishes once again.
University of Iowa Press
NEW

FEATHER BRAINED

My Bumbling Quest to Become a Birder and
Find a Rare Bird on My Own
Bob Tarte

Mar 2016 216pp, 15 b&w photos
9780472119868 Hardback £21.50 / €28.00

Bob Tarte offers readers a droll look at the pleasures and
pitfalls of birding, introduces a colourful cast of fellow
birders, and travels to some of the premier birding sites
in the Midwest. This funny, heartfelt memoir will appeal
to birders of all skill levels as well as to anyone who
knows and loves a birder.
University of Michigan Press

Mike Perrin

2013 400pp, colour photos
9781868145522 Hardback £71.50 / €90.00

Provides complete coverage of all aspects of the biology
of extant African, Malagasy and Mascarene parrots,
and reviews our knowledge of extinct and fossil parrots
from the region.
Wits University Press
BESTSELLER

A PHOTOGRAPHIC
GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF
HAWAI'I
The Main Islands and
Offshore Waters
Jim Denny

2009 224pp, 196 colour illustrations
9780824833831 Paperback
£18.50 / €24.00

Including different species of bird on land and at sea
in the main Hawaiian Islands, this title describes 170
species or subspecies.
University of Hawai'i Press

HERPETOLOGY
NEW

ALLIGATORS OF TEXAS
Louise Hayes
Photographs by Philippe Henry

Jun 2016 288pp, 102 colour photos,
13 b&w photos, 4 maps, 3 tables
9781623493875 Paperback
£28.50 / €36.00

Gulf Coast Books

Louise Hayes and photographer Philippe Henry have
come together to bring readers up close to this cryptic
reptile’s food choices, parenting skills, communication
techniques, and responses to natural events.
Texas A&M University Press

AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF THE
US–MEXICO BORDER STATES
Julio A. Lemos-Espinal

2015 1056pp, 599 colour photos, 5 line art, 14 tables
9781623493066 Hardback £82.95 / €110.00

W.L. Moody Jr. Natural History Series, Vol. 52

In the first bilingual work on the reptiles and
amphibians of the US-Mexico border, top
herpetologists come together to describe the
herpetofauna of the states of this region, which
includes more than 600 species of toads, frogs,
salamanders, turtles, sea turtles, alligators, lizards,
snakes, and sea snakes.
Texas A&M University Press

FORTHCOMING

AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF LAND
BETWEEN THE LAKES
Edmund J. Zimmerer et al

Oct 2016 160pp, 92 colour photos, 5 tables, 6 b&w photos
9780813167671 Paperback £22.95 / €30.00

Offers a detailed description and stunning colour
photos of the salamanders, frogs, toads, turtles,
lizards, and snakes found in the region. Each entry
includes the species’ scientific and common names as
well as information on its distribution, habitat, and
natural history.
The University Press of Kentucky
BESTSELLER

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS OF
THE AMAZON
An Ecotourist’s Guide

R.D. Bartlett & Patricia Bartlett
2003 448pp, 381 colour photos
9780813026237 Paperback £29.50 / €37.00

This handbook offers an illustrated guide to over 250
of the snakes, lizards, turtles, frogs and salamanders
common to the Amazonian regions of Peru, Brazil,
Bolivia and Colombia. Close-up photographs
accompany text that describes appearance, range, size
and colour and lists similar species.
University Press of Florida

FORTHCOMING

SNAKES OF
THE EASTERN
UNITED STATES

Mike Dorcas & Whit Gibbons
Feb 2017 392pp, 385 colour photos,
55 maps, size charts
9780820349701 Paperback
£22.95 / €37.00

In this brand new guide, stunning photos, colourful
geographic range maps, and comprehensive written
accounts provide essential information about more
than sixty species of snakes.
The University of Georgia Press

TURTLES OF ALABAMA

Craig Guyer, Mark A. Bailey & Robert H. Mount
2015 304pp, 65 colour & 56 b&w line art illustrations,
42 colour maps
9780817358068 Paperback £38.95 / €50.00

Gosse Nature Guides Series

With thirty-nine known species, Alabama harbours
more turtle species than any other state in the US,
and its Mobile River basin is the centre of the world’s
greatest biodiversity in turtles. Turtles of Alabama
documents that extraordinary wealth and presents
each species in full, describing its physical appearance,
habitat and range, behaviour, conservation,
and taxonomy.
The University of Alabama Press

MAMMALOGY
NEW IN PAPERBACK

HIGHLIGHT

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS BIRDS

OF WILDERNESS
AND WOLVES

An Annotated List and
Site Guide

Paul L. Errington

2015 244pp, 7 illustrations
9781609383657 Paperback
£27.95 / €36.00

W. Douglas Robinson

Apr 2016 488pp, 39 illustrations
9780809335176 Paperback
£18.50 / €24.00

Documents current knowledge of the birds of
Southern Illinois by surveying both the published
literature on the subject and the unpublished field
notes of active observers.
“Southern Illinois Birds is a book well worth having in
either a university, museum, community, or personal
library.”
- Condor
Southern Illinois University Press

Offers a celebration of a key
predator: the wolf. One of the
most influential biologists of
the twentieth century, Paul
L. Errington melds his expertise in wildlife biology
with his love for natural beauty to create a visionary
and often moving re-examination of humanity’s
relationship with these magnificent and frequently
maligned animals.
University of Iowa Press
NEW

NEW

WARBLERS IN YOUR POCKET

A Guide to the Wood-Warblers of the
Upper Midwest
Dana Gardner

Jun 2016 14 colour paintings
9781609384296 Fold-out chart
£10.50 / €14.00

Bur Oak Guide

Illustrates the thirty-eight species of warblers that
occur in the Upper Midwest states of Minnesota,
Illinois, Nebraska, Kansas, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Iowa, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin.
University of Iowa Press

COYOTE SETTLES THE SOUTH
John Lane

May 2016 196pp
9780820349282 Hardback £26.50 / €33.00

Wormsloe Foundation Nature Book

One night, poet and environmental writer John Lane
tuned in to a sound from behind his house that he
had never heard before: the captivating howls of
coyote. Lane set out to discover all he could about his
new and unexpected neighbours. This is the story of
his journey of discovery.

BESTSELLER

THE GREAT SPERM WHALE

A Natural History of the Ocean’s Most
Magnificent and Mysterious Creature
Richard Ellis

2011 432pp, 25 colour & 97 b&w photos
9780700617722 Hardback £34.50 / €43.00

Written with Ellis’s deep knowledge and trademark
passion — and illustrated with a wide array of
images including his own signature artwork — this
study covers the full spectrum of the sperm whale’s
existence from its prehistoric past to its current
endangered existence.
University Press of Kansas

THE SECRET WORLD OF RED WOLVES

The Fight to Save North America’s Other Wolf
T. DeLene Beeland

2015 272pp, 24 halftones, 2 figures, 2 maps
9781469626543 Paperback £17.50 / €22.00

Red wolves are shy, elusive, and misunderstood
predators. Here, nature writer T. DeLene Beeland
shadows the US Fish and Wildlife Service’s pioneering
recovery programme over the course of a year to craft
an intimate portrait of the red wolf, its history, and
its restoration.
The University of North Carolina Press
NEW

THE WILD MAMMALS
OF MISSOURI

The University of Georgia Press

Third Revised Edition

BATS OF CENTRAL AND
SOUTHERN AFRICA

Charles W. Schwartz &
Elizabeth R. Schwartz
Edited by Debby K. Fantz &
Victoria L. Jackson

A Biogeographic and Taxonomic Synthesis
Ara Monadjem et al

2010 608pp, 600 colour images, 272 tables + graphs, 200 maps
9781868145089 Paperback £58.95 / €74.00

Receive regular up-to-date information about
our new titles by registering for e-alerts at:
www.eurospangroup.com/mailinglist

Including colour plates of bats, skull photographs,
and spectrograms of bat echolocation calls, this title
features full-colour distribution maps, and accurate
point maps that illustrate the distribution of 102
species of bats throughout south-central Africa.

Apr 2016 396pp
9780826220882 Paperback £34.50 / €44.00

This reference book is the definitive guide to
Missouri’s wild mammals and maintains the original
book’s successful format and the language that made
it accessible to both professional and lay readers.
University of Missouri Press

Wits University Press

ENTEMOLOGY
ICHTHYOLOGY
RETURN OF THE GAR
Mark Spitzer

2015 256pp, 61 b&w illustrations
9781574415995 Hardback
£23.95 / €30.00

Southwestern Nature Writing Series,
Vol. 3

Spitzer’s empathy for and
fascination with this airbreathing, armoured fish
provides for an entertaining
odyssey that examines management efforts to
preserve and propagate the alligator gar in the US.
"In the tradition of activists who speak up for those
without a voice, Spitzer is on a crusade to save the gar.
He’s also going to have some fun while doing so. . . a
pleasure to read."
- Susan Cohen, co-editor Shorewords: A Collection
of American Women’s Coastal Writings
University of North Texas Press

NEW

BACKYARD INSECTS
Updated Edition

Paul Horne & Denis Crawford
Apr 2016 277pp
9780522869101 Paperback £23.50 / €30.00

Explores the secrets and habits of more than one
hundred little critters that are common to backyard
Australia. It is an indispensable guide for nature lovers,
gardeners and kids of all ages.
The Miegunyah Press
Melbourne University Publishing
FORTHCOMING IN PAPERBACK

IDENTIFICATION AND GEOGRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MOSQUITOES OF
NORTH AMERICA, NORTH OF MEXICO

MOTHS IN YOUR POCKET

A Guide to the Saturn and Sphinx
Moths of the Upper Midwest
Jim Durbin, Frank Olsen & Tom Jantscher
2015 map, 73 colour photos
9781609383053 Spiralbound
£10.50 / €14.00

Bur Oak Guide

Illustrates fifty-one species of Moth
commonly found in the Upper Midwest
states. For each species the authors have included
common and scientific names, wingspan, and time of
flight for the adults at this final stage in their life cycle.
Photos of the adult moths and of their larval stages
make this guide as beautiful as it is useful.
University of Iowa Press
BESTSELLER

Richard F. Darsie, Jr. & Ronald A. Ward

WHY DO BEES BUZZ?

Sep 2016 398pp, 1045 b&w illustrations, 168 distribution maps
9780813062334 Paperback £43.95 / €56.00

Elizabeth Capaldi Evans & Carol A. Butler

Updates the successful guide to North American
mosquitoes published by the American Mosquito
Control Association in 1981. It includes 12 new species
that have since been added to the North American
mosquito fauna, revised distribution maps of all
species, and revised and illustrated identification keys
for the adult females and fourth instar larvae of all 174
species known to occur in North America.
University Press of Florida

Fascinating Answers to Questions About Bees
2010 16 colour & 44 b&w photos & illustrations
9780813547213 Paperback £20.50 / €27.00

Why do bees buzz? How do they breathe? What is a
‘waggle dance’? And just what happens if they run
out of honey? This title reports on the mysterious
‘colony collapse disorder’ that has affected honey
bee populations, as well as other topics, such as their
complex, highly social lives, and how other species of
bees are different from honey bees.
Rutgers University Press

NATURAL HISTORY
NEW

HIGHLIGHTS
A SKY WONDERFUL
WITH STARS

50 Years of Modern
Astronomy on Maunakea
Michael J. West

NEW

A WEEK IN
YELLOWSTONE’S THOROFARE

LAKE INVADERS

Invasive Species and the
Battle for the Future of the
Great Lakes

A Journey Through the Remotest Place
Michael J. Yochim

William Rapai

Jun 2016 288pp, 30 b&w photos, 2 maps
9780870718564 Paperback £16.95 / €22.00

Apr 2016 264pp, 23 illustrations
9780814341247 Paperback
£25.95 / €34.00

A history and celebration of this wild place, set within a
week-long expedition that the author took in 2014.

2015 224pp, 177 illustrations
9780824852689 Paperback £36.95 / €48.00

Tells the fascinating story of how a remote
mountaintop in the middle of the Pacific Ocean
became home to the most powerful collection of
telescopes in the world.
Over 160 superb photographs accompanied by
astronomer Michael J. West’s engaging commentary
bring the past and present to life and showcase
the many remarkable discoveries made by the
observatories atop Maunakea.
University of Hawai'i Press

THE ANNOTATED MALAY
ARCHIPELAGO BY ALFRED
RUSSEL WALLACE

Oregon State University Press
NEW

BOUNDARY LAYER

Exploring the Genius Between Worlds
Kem Luther

May 2016 140pp, 36 b&w illustrations
9780870718441 Paperback £16.95 / €22.00

In atmospheric science, a boundary layer is the band
of air nearest the ground. In the Pacific Northwest, the
boundary layer teems with lichens, mosses, ferns, fungi,
and diminutive plants. In this book, Luther takes a
voyage of discovery through the stegnon, exploring the
life forms that thrive there.
Oregon State University Press

Edited by John van Wyhe

2015 616pp 51 colour illustrations, 67 b&w illustrations
9789971698201 Paperback £25.95 / €34.00

NEW

Wallace’s Malay Archipelago is a classic account of
the travels of a Victorian naturalist through island
Southeast Asia. It has been loved by readers ever since
its publication in 1869. Despite numerous modern
reprints with appreciative introductions, this is the
first annotated edition in English.
This edition explains, updates and corrects the original
text with an historical introduction and hundreds of
explanatory notes.
NUS Press

THE CURIOUS MISTER CATESBY

ETHNOBIOLOGY FOR THE FUTURE
Linking Cultural and Ecological Diversity
Edited by Gary Paul Nabhan

Apr 2016 312pp, 17 illustrations, 16 tables
9780816532742 Paperback £27.95 / €36.00

Southwest Center Series

Articulates and broadens the portfolio of
ethnobiological principles and amplifies the tool kit
for anyone engaged in the ethnobiosphere, those vital
spaces of intense interaction among cultures, habitats,
and creatures.
The University of Arizona Press

A “Truly Ingenious” Naturalist Explores
New Worlds

NEW

Edited by E. Charles Nelson & David J. Elliott

2014 456pp, 238 colour paintings, illustrations, photos and maps
9780820347264 Hardback £43.95 / €55.00

A Wormsloe Foundation Nature Book

In 1712, English naturalist Mark Catesby (1683–1749)
crossed the Atlantic to Virginia. On returning home
to England, he began the twenty-year task of writing,
etching, and publishing his monumental The Natural
History of Carolina, Florida, and the Bahama Islands.
The international contributors to this volume review
Catesby’s biography alongside the historical and
scientific significance of his work.
The University of Georgia Press

EXPLORE TEXAS

A Nature Travel Guide
Mary O. Parker

Jun 2016 288pp, 241 colour photos, 7 maps
9781623494032 Paperback £25.95 / €34.00

If you are interested in birdwatching, wildlife viewing,
or stargazing; flowers, geology, or water; nature centres,
festivals, orphotography, a destination in Texas awaits
you. Organised by the seven official state travel regions,
this book features descriptions of almost one hundred
nature-oriented sites.
Texas A&M University Press

FORTHCOMING

THE NATURAL HERITAGE OF ILLINOIS
Essays on Its Lands, Waters, Flora, and Fauna
John E. Schwegman

Sep 2016 240pp, 35 illustrations
9780809334841 Paperback £24.50 / €32.00

Discusses how wind, water, glaciers, earthquakes, fire,
and people have shaped Illinois’ landforms, natural
habitats, rivers and streams, and the ways in which
native plants and animals, from individual species to
entire ecosystems, have thrived, survived, or died out.
Southern Illinois University Press
NEW

THE TEXAS LANDSCAPE PROJECT
Nature and People

David Todd & Jonathan Ogren.
Foreword by Andrew Sansom
Apr 2016 520pp, 64 colour photos, 34 b&w photos, 21 line art,
20 graphs, 303 maps, 2 tables
9781623493721 Paperback £41.50 / €54.00

In five major parts - Land, Water, Air, Energy, and the
Built World - readers encounter the changes made by
growing populations and industrial and agricultural
development. Special wildlife sections highlight the
histories of iconic fauna such as the American bison.
Texas A&M University Press
NEW

ZOOARCHAEOLOGY AND
FIELD ECOLOGY
A Photographic Atlas

Jack M. Broughton & Shawn D. Miller
Apr 2016 224pp, 215 figures, 49 colour plates, 2 tables
9781607814856 Paperback £36.95 / €48.00

An Environmental History

Jan 2016 224pp, 21 b&w images
9780813061610 Hardback £26.50 / €34.00

The University of Utah Press

Nathaniel Osborn

A NATURALIST’S GUIDE TO THE
HIDDEN WORLD OF PACIFIC
NORTHWEST DUNES

Wayne State University Press

The only field guide and laboratory manual to combine
animal ecology and natural history with the detailed
osteology of all the vertebrate classes and all the
primary orders native to western North America.

INDIAN RIVER LAGOON
NEW

Great Lakes Books Series

There are more than 180 exotic species in the Great
Lakes. Some have had little or no impact so far. But a
handful of others – such as alewife, round goby and
quagga mussel - have conducted an all-out assault
on the Great Lakes and are winning the battle. Here,
William Rapai focuses on the impact of these invasives.

Traces the winding story of the waterway, showing how
humans have altered the area to fit their needs and
also how the lagoon has influenced the cultures along
its shores.

George Poinar, Jr.

Jun 2016 272pp, 652 colour photos
9780870718540 Paperback £24.50 / €27.00

Helps the reader discover a teeming metropolis of
life in what may seem a barren landscape to the
inattentive eye.

University Press of Florida
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